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INT. CAVE - NIGHT

Some black dressed people sleep in different parts of a 
hollow wide cave. Their guns lay beside them. Two Lions enter 
in the cave and stare their faces and attacks.

Sound of roaring and screaming appears. Panic all over in the 
cave. Voice of gun shot. One lion dies, one lion runs off.

CUT TO:

INT. CLASS ROOM - MORNING

Twenty students (girls and boys of almost 22 years old) sit 
on chairs. Madam writes a equation on black board. Madam is  
30 years old, slim and smart lady, smiling face. MICHAEL 
THOMAS (Athlete body) and VENUS CHRISTOPHER, a Beautiful, 
black hairs, sits together in front row and TOM FRANK sits 
between ISAAC JOHNSON (tall good looking, brown hair)and 
JULIA GORGE in last row.

TOM
(whispers)

                                       
Your Venus is sitting with Michael.

ISAAC
(carelessly)

Yeah... as usual.

Madam completes the equation and turns to students.

MADAM
Hence X=10... any question? Isaac 
do you have any question?

ISAAC
No madam...

MADAM
Michael?... Venus you?

VENUS

No thanks.

Madam looks at her watch and sits on chair.

MADAM
Still five minutes more.
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MADAM (CONT'D)
Last week I went to my  friend at 
city... she was asking how do You 
live among wild lions, I replied 
not wild lions. We are living among 
kind lions.

VENUS
Madam how amazing that never any 
lion entered in our town and they 
never wounded any one of us.

MICHAEL
                                       
But Isaac's father did wrong...

MADAM
                                       
Leave that ... this is an old 
topic. Time is over.

Madam sees time and exits.

INT. COLLAGE CORRIDOR - DAY

Students wander. Some moves quickly. Isaac, Tom and Julia get 
out of class.

TOM
Let's go to the Lion's Bar.

ISAAC
Sorry I can’t go.

TOM
Why you're not interested in public 
place?

ISAAC
I can't face them.

TOM
Come on Isaac... that was your 
father not you. In Bar there is arm 
power contest between Bush and Lee.

ISAAC
...Alright let's move.
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INT. INSIDE BAR - DAY

BARTENDER stands behind the counter,60 years old, pours wine 
in glasses, barman collects empty glasses. People sit around 
different tables, talk loudly, laugh, a noisy atmosphere. 
BUSH VICTOR,35 years old, wrestler body, holds a beer cane 
stands with his friends. Bush wears a cap written "The 
Champion" on front side. Bartender waves his hand.

BARTENDER
Bush...

Bush steps to Bartender.

BARTENDER (CONT'D)
Heart beat?

Bush laughs.

BUSH
No one can defeat me in this game.

BARTENDER
Are you sure. Hundred percent?

BUSH
Two hundred percent.

BARTENDER
Mr. Lee don't belong to our town, 
so we haven't seen his game. He may 
give hard time to you.

BUSH
(confident)

Never... no one can.

Around a table four people sit including NICHOLAS ROBERT, 40 
years old. 

NICHOLAS
come on we live in the valley of 
lions. Be brave.

MAN-1
It is old saying that these lions 
are protecting us from all 
disasters.
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NICHOLAS
Once in the forest some boys from 
city tried to rape a girl but a 
lion interfered and wounded them 
badly. Girl ran towards her town 
and lion continuously guarded her 
up to the end of forest.

A crowd of people enter in the bar, LEE( competitor )of Bush 
leads .At the end Isaac & Tom enter. All people gathers 
around the contest table.                                            
Bush and Lee sit opposite sides of contest table. Bartender 
approaches and announces loudly.

BARTENDER
Friends as all of you know Bush is 
the champion of arm power since 
long. Still no one has defeated 
him... but Mr. Lee has challenged 
him. Audiences are requested not to 
disturb the players during game. Be 
calm 100%.

Bush and Lee grab their hands. Bartender as an empire starts 
a button, two saws starts running with voice. Both saws are 
installed at the both ends of table in position that loser's 
hand must touche saw and get wound. People pull out their 
money and put on the table for bet, some people put their 
money in the favour of Lee  and  majority bet in the favour 
of Bush.

Isaac & Tom stand on Bush's side, Bush looks at Isaac and 
says.

BUSH
Oh... you son of Robert...Don't 
stand on my side your sinister 
shadow may effect my game.

BARTENDER
Come on Bush... this is innocent 
boy.

BUSH
Sorry I can't afford risk in this 
game.

Isaac & Tom step to other side. Lee stares at Isaac. Isaac 
feels it, turns and exits,Tom goes after him.
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BARTENDER
Ready... let's start. One... two... 
three.

Bush and Lee start, their hands press each other’s hand. 
Faces of both players become red. Few seconds later Bush 
starts winning. Lee's hand goes down slowly to the moving 
saw. At last Lee's hand touches saw, blood sprays and spots 
on the clothes of some viewers. Lee yells.

BARTENDER (CONT'D)
(announces)

Bush won...

Barman brings first aid box.

EXT. ISAAC’S HOME LAWN - NIGHT

Isaac feeds a horse; his grand father(WILLIAM JOHNSON,mid 
60,beard,heavy) plays chess alone holding a wine bottle sips 
continuously. His bottle gets empty; again he sips but finds 
nothing in, stares empty bottle and throws Bottle on grass , 
suddenly stands up and kicks the table on which chess Placed.

GRAND FATHER
To hell with your father... he put 
me in trouble. He killed lions...
and stand accused in the town... 
People of town didn't hang him... 
but they ordered him to vacate the 
town.

Isaac smiles and gets inside home and brings another bottle, 
twist open its cap and hands grand father, William drinks, 
feels calm, and sits on the chair.

Isaac sits down and sweeps the players of chess and places on 
chess board.

ISAAC
Grand pa... you didn’t stop him, 
killing lions.

GRAND FATHER
Many times... He sold the skin and 
head of lions in the city and 
earned too much but lost in 
gambling. At last Robert was driven 
out of the town and faced lions’s 
revenge.
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Grand father drinks more and comes in relief; Isaac sits on 
grass, closer to his grand father.

ISAAC
How was my mom?

GRAND FATHER
Cool,She gave birth to you deep in 
the forest and died.

ISAAC
Is it true...a lion brought me 
here? 

GRAND FATHER
Yes... I saw it ... a big lion 
grabbed you in his jaws and placed 
out there... you were little 
wounded due to his teeth grip, 
still scar on your back.

Isaac nods.

INT. CAVE WORKING PLACE  - EVENING

People work like slaves. They all are bounded by a iron chain 
coming across ring around their necks. They carry coal from 
one place to an other place within cave. Some slaves work on 
drill machine. All seem tired, hungry and ill. Black dressed 
gangsters holding guns control them strictly .

Two lions rush inside cave and attack on gangsters only. 
JEROLD,40 years,strong body, THOMAS,40 years and some other 
slaves smile. Guards shoot dead one lion and remaining one 
lion exits.

INT. VENUS’S BEDROOM - AFTERNOON

A well decorated room. a poster size photo of a lion with a 
girl on a wall hangs,  music arises from stereo. Venus sits 
around a study table and draws a sketch of lion’s face.

EXT. MOUNTAIN SLOOP TO RUINS - EVENING

Isaac & Tom climb through a slope. At the top end a bulk ruin 
stands.

TOM
Where are we going?
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ISAAC
Up there to ruins... Today  I want 
to visit inside ruins.

TOM
Do you remember?...ghosts Are 
there.

ISAAC
These are old sayings and I don’t 
believe.

They both arrive at main entrance of ruin. Enters inside. Tom 
seems afraid.

INT. INSIDE RUIN - EVENING

Isaac & tom step to different lobbies, pass through roof less 
rooms . Both move consciously, look care fully all around. 
Enter in a dark hall,  no sound at all. Suddenly couple 
hundred birds fly, producing massive sound. They both sit 
down quickly.

Both enter in a opened portion, Lion  roaring approaches from 
distant end, they step care fully, enter in a dark and dusty 
lobby, Human voice comes out from a isolated  room. Isaac 
look at Tom.

TOM
Ghost...

Isaac smiles.

ISAAC
Good chance to meet Mr. Ghost.

Both enter in room.

INT. DOCTOR’S LABORATORY - EVENING

A chemical laboratory, different color bottles placed in 
different shelves. Pile of broken bottles on one side. A lion 
stands in the cage. Isaac and Tom hide themselves behind a 
shelf & look at the scientist(Old Doctor).

A typical scientist of 70 years old, long white hairs, mixes 
a chemical of one bottle into another chemical, smoke arises. 
Steps to lion's cage, talks to lion.
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OLD DOCTOR
Don't worry my dear... soon again 
you will be in the forest.

Points to a shelf. Small bottle filled with GREEN color 
chemical.

OLD DOCTOR (CONT'D)
Do you know what is that?... of 
course you don't know.

Old doctor puffs his chest with pride. Goes deep into the 
thoughts.

OLD DOCTOR (CONT'D)

That's my achievement. Unexpected 
achievement and unbelievable
creation.

Isaac and Tom behind a shelf, look at each other and exit.

EXT. SHOPING STREET - DAY

Isaac strolls with Tom. An old man turn his head and stares 
them. 

OLD MAN 
Excuse me boys.

Isaac and Tom spin back.

OLD MAN (CONT'D)
If I’m not mistaken... you are the 
son of Robert?

ISAAC
(under tone)

Yeah.

INT. ISAAC’S HOME - NIGHT

Grand father and his FRIEND 60 years old , sit around a 
table, play chess, Isaac enters and stands to watch their 
game. Friend moves a player.

FRIEND

It's the end now... William you 
lost this game.
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Isaac moves a player.

ISAAC
Sorry uncle you have lost it.

 Friend stares game and stands up.

FRIEND 
Yeah... you won, I am leaving now, 
it's too late. 

Friend exits, Isaac starts cooking.

ISAAC
Grand pa

GRAND FATHER
Yes.

ISAAC
Why people still look me as a son 
of Robert, why they don't think...  
I am Isaac.

GRAND FATHER
Because still you are the son of 
Robert only.

ISAAC
What do you mean?

GRAND FATHER
I meant you are not Isaac.

Isaac steps to Grand father and sits on next chair.

ISAAC
I don’t understand pa.

GRAND FATHER
Reference of Robert is stronger 
than your own personality... your
father did some thing stronger, 
either good or bad... but you did 
nothing.

ISAAC
Then?

GRAND FATHER
If you want your recognition... do 
some thing different, either good 
or bad.
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Isaac goes deep into the thoughts.

INT. FOREST - AFTERNOON

Isaac and Tom are wondering.

ISAAC
What is your aim of life?

TOM
To be rich...and you.

ISAAC

I want to do some thing for lions 
and marry Venus.

TOM
Do you know Venus is Michael’s 
friend. 

ISAAC
Yeah I know but I have to be 
victorious in my both aims.

TOM
why you did not inform Venus about 
your emotions.

ISAAC

Because I know the day will come 
when she would come and say me " 
Isaac I love you".

TOM
There is some change inside you.

INT. CAVE - EVENING

Slaves bounded in iron chain and work, gangsters strictly 
guide them to speed up. Suddenly five lions attack on 
gangsters. Manager shouts, guns shoot. Workers stop their 
work.

One lion attacks on two gangsters standing near out let. A 
lion hits paw on a gangster’s face, draw three lines. A lion 
grabs 2nd gangster’s neck and kills. Two lions attack on four 
gangsters standing near workers. 
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One gangster shoots but fail to spot fire. Two gangsters die 
and two escapes leaving guns behind.

Two lions attacks on five gangsters ,who comes out of 
trolley. One gangster shoots fire. One lion dies and 2nd 
attacks and injures two of them.

MANAGER
Shoot...

Voice of gun shoots .Lions escape. Manager and gangsters 
gather around dead gangsters. Some gangsters takes away 
seriously wounded gangsters.

GANGSTER-1

Sir they are seriously 
injured,needs hospitalization.

MANAGER
No hospital. Anthony's laboratory 
only.

Manager dials mobile phone.

MANAGER (CONT'D)
Sir five more dead...no sir lions 
never attacked on any worker, they 
are always attacking on guards 
only.

Manager offs his mobile keeps in pocket.

MANAGER (CONT'D)
Anthony is too worried.

GANGSTER-2
We were much better, when Anthony 
was in drugs business.

MANAGER
Here he is getting Diamonds.

EXT. CAVE MANAGER’S ROOM - MOMENTS LATER

Manager sits on his bed. Gangster stands.

GANGSTER-2
Sir why Anthony started this 
instead of drug business.
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MANAGER
That was good time when he was the 
king of drug world, but the police 
of each country was after him. Once 
police killed a man thinking that 
Anthony was killed. Anthony took 
benefit of their misunderstanding 
and left that world. Soon he 
started digging mine and getting 
diamonds.

EXT. OUT SIDE CAVE - MORNING

A jeep arrives and stops. ANTHONY CAT gets out from jeep. 
Anthony 50 years old, black hair, tall. Manager and four 
gangsters gather around him.

MANAGER
Sir they are killing us in speed. 
Within three months we have lost 30 
guards. 

ANTHONY
(confidently)

No problem... kill them properly.

MANAGER
Sir how much we would kill... lions 
are couple thousands in this 
valley.

ANTHONY
Let's think... what to do... Do we 
leave diamonds because of lions 
only?

MANAGER
Sir I have an idea.

ANTHONY
Any flop idea? As usual... because 
you are born to implement only,not 
to think.

MANAGER

Down there is a scientist. All the 
time he experiments on lions.

ANTHONY
This is the game of guns.
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MANAGER
Yes but...

ANTHONY
But some times low rated things 
come effective. Let’s Move.

Anthony and Manager steps to the jeep.

INT INSIDE RUIN - AFTERNOON

A lion is in the cage, old doctor mixes some chemicals & 
writes down on a paper . A bottle of PINK chemical is in his 
hands, comes closer to the lion's cage. Speaks with the lion.

OLD DOCTOR
Sorry dear I intended to invent a 
life saving drug but unluckily this 
dangerous  chemical is produced... 
if some one drop  it here, all the 
lions within one kilometer range 
will die.

Behind shelf, Anthony & Manager looks each other & both come 
out, Anthony claps.

ANTHONY
Wonderful...so surprising...

OLD DOCTOR
Who are you?

ANTHONY
Not necessary to know about me. My 
Desire is more important.

OLD DOCTOR
What do you want?

ANTHONY
Good question...I want this pink 
chemical.

Old doctor twists his arm back to hide the bottle.

OLD DOCTOR
I will never give it to you. This 
is very dangerous.
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ANTHONY 
No problem... I love dangerous 
things.

OLD DOCTOR
No...never...now get out.

Anthony draw his pistol and aims at scientist.

ANTHONY
Do or die.

Anthony shoots.

EXT. OUT SIDE CAVE - EVENING

Isaac and Tom arrive at main entrance of ruin.

TOM
This is not the time to enter 
inside.

ISAAC
I want to know , what was his 
unbelievable creation.

TOM
He is abnormal, he can’t invent any 
thing.

ISAAC
Abnormal can invent.

TOM
Sorry I can’t go inside.

ISAAC
Okay Wait.

Isaac enters inside ruin.

INT. INSIDE RUIN - EVENING

Isaac enters in laboratory, finds wounded old doctor, bleeds. 
Old doctor waves hand to call Isaac. Isaac steps faster 
towards him.

ISAAC
Who did this.
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Old doctor points his finger towards a shelf. A green 
chemical filled bottle placed in a shelf.

OLD DOCTOR
(weakly)

Bring that...

Isaac step towards shelf and brings back the bottle.

OLD DOCTOR (CONT'D)
Give this chemical to one... who is 
once wounded by lion.

ISAAC
There is no one in our town... 
oh... I remember... once I was a 
bit wounded just after my birth.

OLD DOCTOR
Drink it.

Isaac hesitates.

OLD DOCTOR (CONT'D)
Drink it right now... I have no 
time,drink it.

Isaac drinks, his eyes glow red and little sound of roaring 
comes out from his mouth ,again his eyes becomes normal.

OLD DOCTOR (CONT'D)
you have got two qualities. one, 
when ever you will be filled with 
anger you will have extra power and 
second... when ever you would get 
wound or blood would come out from 
your body, you will become...

Old doctor dies, Isaac shakes him but no result.

ISAAC
Doctor...doctor...

EXT. OUT SIDE CAVE - NIGHT

Isaac emerges from ruin, Tom steps to Isaac.

TOM
You took to much time... what 
happened.

Isaac does not reply, steps forward. Tom follows him.
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EXT. OUT SIDE ISAAC’S HOME - NIGHT

Isaac & Tom arrive near Isaac's home. Isaac keeps quiet. Tom 
holds his shoulder & stops him & shouts.

TOM
What happened there.

Isaac fills with anger and hits his hand to the wooden 
grills, that breaks. Small roaring comes out from his mouth.

ISAAC
Nothing.

Tom afraid of Isaac's behavior and runs away. Isaac enters in 
his compound yard. His horse afraid and stands on back two 
legs and try to escape.

Grandfather rushes out and sees horse. Isaac crosses 
Grandfather to enter inside home.

GRAND FATHER
                                       
What happened...

ISAAC
Nothing happened.

Isaac enters inside home, Grandfather steps towards horse. 
Horse calms down.

INT. CLASS ROOM - MORNING

Madam writes an equation on blackboard. Students sit on 
chairs. Michael and Venus sits together in front row. Isaac 
in 2nd row , Tom & Julia in last row.

Principal appears at the door. Madam turns to Principal.

MADAM
Please sir.

Principal enters, stands beside madam.

PRINCIPAL
I came here to inform you that on 
next Sunday yearly 1000 meter race 
is to be held... 

All students shout & clap happily.
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PRINCIPAL (CONT'D)
Every one of this college is 
waiting for this competition. I 
advice you all to participate in 
the race. Since last three years 
Michael is wining the award of 
"Best boy of the year". let us see 
who would be the best of this year 
Thanks.

INT. COLLAGE CANTEEN - DAY

Tom & Julia sit around a table, some  students stand at 
counter, some sit around tables, Isaac enters and steps 
towards Tom & Julia.

ISAAC
Tom... you are here. I am searching 
you every where.

Tom keeps quiet, Isaac draws chair & sits. Julia looks at 
Tom.

JULIA
Tom... Isaac is talking to you... 
Some thing wrong between you. It is 
better to leave you alone.

Julia stands and exits.

ISAAC
I know you're angry. I am sorry 
really I am very sorry. I was not 
in my senses. I am telling you all 
about.

Sound mutes, however Isaac tells him whole story of previous 
evening. Wonder grows in Tom’s eyes.

 TOM
Remember... Old Doctor said in case 
of  wounding you will become... 
what he could not tell you.

ISAAC
Yeah.

TOM
And in case of filling with anger 
you will become extra power full.                        
An idea... take part in yearly race 
contest you can win it now.
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ISAAC
I’m not interested in race.

TOM
Are you interested in Venus?

ISAAC
Oh... yes

TOM
Venus is interested in race.

ISAAC
You have good idea and I have a  
chance to...

EXT. COLLAGE CANTEEN - AFTERNOON

Venus and Michael sit around a table.

VENUS
Michael can you win this title 
fourth time?

Michael keeps quit.

VENUS (CONT'D)
What do you think?

MICHAEL
I am thinking If once again I would 
become the best boy of the year 
then would you make love with me?

VENUS
Sorry not... Michael I like you but 
don't love you.

MICHAEL
Whom do you love?

VENUS
There is no one.

MICHAEL
Would you ever love any one?

VENUS
Of course like other girls I would 
fall in love with some one. 
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MICHAEL
Who would be that lucky guy?

VENUS
I don't know who would be that one 
but he must be... like lion.

INT. ANTHONY’S LABORATORY - DAY

A portion of Anthony’s residence is chemical laboratory. 
Typical chemical laboratory, a scientist works, Anthony 
enters, scientist stands.

SCIENTIST
Sir I am working on...

ANTHONY
Leave your all workings.

SCIENTIST
Right sir.

ANTHONY
I have got a chemical.

Anthony Pulls out bottle from inside his coat.

SCIENTIST
Now your assignment is to extend it 
up to thousands litter.

EXT. MOTOR WORKSHOP - DAY

Grand father is working on a car engine,Isaac is assisting 
him.

ISAAC
Grand pa ,how one can get anger?

Grand father laughs.

GRAND FATHER
This is easiest most job in the 
world, because every one is already 
filled with anger... To be happy or 
being in peace are the most 
difficult jobs in the world.

Isaac nods his head. 
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EXT. PLAYGROUND - MORNING

Pavilion is full of students. Every one sits happy, exciting. 
Principal holds the mike. Players and their supporters stand 
near 1000 meter race starting point. 

Michael with Venus, Isaac with Tom. Players are in numbered 
shirts. Physical training teacher( P. T) steps to Isaac.

P.T TEACHER
Isaac you?

ISAAC
Yeah me too.

P.T steps to other players. Tom comes closer to Isaac.

TOM
Isaac... you have to win the race.

ISAAC
I can but after filling with 
anger... how to get anger?

TOM
Look at Venus. She is Michael's 
supporter... Is not sufficient to 
fill with anger?

P.T whistles ,players stands on racing point and their 
supporters leave the stand. Another whistle ,players bow on 
racing positions. P.T teacher fires, all the racers start 
running except Isaac.

Isaac move his head to Venus, she looks exciting and 
supporting to Michael.

VENUS
Win Michael...win...my dear.

Isaac fills with anger, little sound of lion roaring comes 
out from his mouth. He starts running, how ever other racers 
has travelled 500 meters. Isaac crosses them and wins the 
race & Michael stands 2nd. Referee holds Isaac's hand up.

Tom and Venus arrive, Michael and Venus seem worried. Tom and 
Isaac seem happy.

TOM
You did it.

Venus steps to Isaac.
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VENUS
Congratulation.

ISAAC
Thanks.

VENUS
Now all students like you.

TOM
And you?

VENUS
I’m student.

Michael rushes angrily.

MICHAEL
What hell you are doing here... go 
home now.

Michael pushes Isaac. Isaac slides back, Isaac fills with 
anger, tiny sound of roaring arise. Isaac steps and pushes 
Michael.

Michael fells & drags 30 feet behind. Venus steps to Michael, 
help him to stand then they both exits.

TOM
She is still after Michael.

ISAAC
How far.

INT. ISAAC’S HOME - DAY

Isaac cooks, Grand father drinks and plays chess alone.

GRAND FATHER
You won the race...what is reason 
behind?

ISAAC
Grand pa, really I enjoyed too 
much. Now I want to race all the 
time.

GRAND FATHER
No my son...continuous exercise of 
any thing is addiction. Addiction 
Destroys. 
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Isaac smiles.

ISAAC
Addiction of alcohol too?

GRAND FATHER
Yeah... this is the reason that I 
drink in control.

ISAAC
What?

GRAND FATHER
Yes...during asleep I don’t drink.

INT. ANTHONY’S LABORATORY - DAY

Anthony steps to scientist, he stands.

ANTHONY
Have you extended chemical?

SCIENTIST
Sir...it would take some time.

ANTHONY
(angry)

What kind of stupid scientist you 
are? I invested much in you and you 
the hell are still asking for time.

SCIENTIST
(confused)

Sir... let me have few days...

ANTHONY
(angry)

You stupid would destroy 
it...return me that chemical.

Scientist steps quickly to a shelf, brings back the bottle 
and hand overs to Anthony.

SCIENTIST
(confused)

Sir I have taken some drops of this 
chemical that is sufficient to 
examine and to extend.

Anthony grabs the bottle and exits.
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INT. INSIDE BAR - EVENING

Bar is in routine, noisy, people sit around different tables, 
enjoying alcohol, Bush stands near counter with some friends. 
Bush wears a cap written "The champion".

BUSH
Yet... no one is born to defeat me 
in this game.

BARTENDER
No doubt, you're undefeatable.

Isaac & Tom enter in the bar, both step towards Bush.

ISAAC
I am here to challenge you in the 
game of arm power.

Bush, his friends & Bartender laugh loudly. People on 
different tables turn their heads to Bush. Bush grabs Isaac's 
arm & announces loudly.

BUSH
Listen me guys... this boy is 
challenging me in the game.

Every one laughs at Isaac.

NICHOLAS
You want to live with one arm?

MAN-1
I think his mind is blown away.

BUSH
Any way I accept his challenge.

All people gather around contest table, Isaac & Bush sit in 
front of each other, Bartender stands in between as referee. 
People draw out their money & put in favour of Bush.

Tom pulls one dollar & place in favour of Isaac. People 
laugh.

Bush & Isaac grab each other's hand . Bartender starts 
circular saw.

BARTENDER
Let’s start...one...two...three.
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Isaac & Bush start game. Bush starts wining; Isaac's hand 
goes down slowly near circular saw.

TOM
Isaac win...You have to win it by 
all means...win... win. come into 
anger.

However, Isaac's hand descends, slides down near to moving 
saw. 

NICHOLAS
Son of Robert can't win.

Isaac turns his head to Nicholas. He shows middle finger.

Isaac fills with anger, small roaring sound appears, Isaac 
starts winning, his hand slides up, both hands arrive at 
middle, in vertical position. 

Now  Bush's hand slides down  near to the moving saw, every 
one shouts to courage bush, but Bush's hand goes continuously 
down to saw.

At last Isaac saves his hand from saw & places his hand down 
on table, hence wins the game. Referee declares.

BARTENDER
Isaac won the game.

Tom collects all the money. People see Isaac with astonishing 
eyes. Bush comes closer to Isaac.

BUSH
I know you saved my hand ,why you 
did it.

ISAAC
Best player wants to win only...not 
to harm the opponent. 

BUSH
Accept my cape. Now you're the 
champion.

ISAAC
No...this is your title and would 
remain with you because I will 
never come back in this game.
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 BUSH
You're the great boy. You taught me 
a lesson, that I will keep in my 
mind during the contests.

Every one claps. 

NICHOLAS
Isaac I’m sorry.

ISAAC
All right.

Isaac and Tom exit.

EXT. FOREST - DAY

Isaac and tom stroll in the forest, Isaac points his finger 
to the North.

ISAAC
What's that, why sheriff is up 
there?

Sheriff with a cop stands and looks down. Isaac and Tom run 
towards sheriff, four lions lay dead.

ISAAC (CONT'D)
Sir...what happened ,who killed 
them?

SHERIFF
I don't know... There's no any sign 
of injury on their body.

Isaac & Tom bow down & watch lions. Grief on their faces.

COP
What would happen when people of 
town will hear about this incident.

SHERIFF
Boys we should visit some other 
places. Same incident may have 
occurred in other parts.

EXT. FOREST - DAY

Isaac & Tom search in the forest carefully .Suddenly voice of 
wild bears appear from behind, they both spin back. 
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Two wild bears stand in aggressive mood. Bears step to 
attack, Isaac & Tom run.

Bears continuously pursue them. At last Tom climbs on a tree 
& a bear hits his paw on Isaac's back, Isaac fells down. 
Isaac's back wounds & blood oozws out.

Isaac's body starts converting into lionman. His head & neck 
converts into lion's head & hairy neck Remaining body remains 
same as human. 

He starts roaring  in a very high pitched sound & it echoes. 
Air pressure with roaring comes out from his mouth, light 
weighted things fly off, branches of trees shakes. Birds fly 
away.

Lion man turn to bears. Strokes his hand to one bear, bear 
flies off & collide with a tree and falls dead. Lion man 
steps to second bear, grabs his neck & throws towards rock, 
bear flies and collides with rock and dies. 

Few seconds later lion man again converts into Isaac. Tom 
comes down & steps to Isaac, seems wondered.

TOM
I  saw you converting into lion.

ISAAC
(tiredly)

Yeah.

INT. INSIDE BAR - EVENING

Routine enjoyment in bar , noisy, laughing sounds. Nicholas 
storms inside.

NICHOLAS
(shouts)

Lions are dying.

Suddenly all sounds fade. People move their head towards 
Nicholas.

NICHOLAS (CONT'D)

Yes lions are dying...I saw Sheriff
carried their dead bodies to city.

All people gather around Nicholas.

BUSH
Who killed them?
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NICHOLAS
I don't know.

INT. CLASS ROOM - MORNING

Madam enters in the class room, finds no student, returns 
back.

INT. PRINCIPAL'S OFFICE - MOMENTS LATER

Principal sits on his chair, studies a file.

MADAM (O.S.)
May I come in sir.

PRINCIPAL
Yes.

MADAM
Sir there is...

PRINCIPAL
There is no student in your class. 
Am I right?

MADAM
Yes sir.

PRINCIPAL
There is no one in the college 
except me & you...lions died...how 
students can come and how people of 
town can continue their routine  
works.

MADAM
Yes sir...Death of ten lions is an 
unpleasant incident ever occurred. 

INT. VENUS’S BEDROOM - DAY

Venus lays on her bed, door knocks, she opens it , her dad 
stands. Her eyes are red as if she wept.

DAD
Venus...what happened? Why you
are not taking meal.

VENUS
Dad who might have killed them.
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DAD
Soon we would know.

VENUS
Dad I will kill them.

DAD
Every one of this town want to kill 
them...but who were they .No body 
knows.

INT. ISAAC’S HOME - DAY

Grand father sits around table but there is not chess,he is 
deep in the thoughts, Isaac stares at him.

ISAAC
Grand pa.

GRAND FATHER
Yes.

ISAAC
Why you are not playing today?

GRAND FATHER
Even I am not drinking today. Isaac 
do you see the gloomy atmosphere 
all around?.....This was the 
situation when Robert killed lions. 
All the people wanted to grind my 
son and I was alone to face 
aggressive public. More over your 
mom was pregnant. That was the 
crucial  time on our family.

EXT. FOREST - DAY

Isaac & Tom strolls in the forest.

TOM
Do you have an idea,who killed
lions?

ISAAC
Not exaactly.

TOM
Any way now it's your duty to find 
the killers.
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ISAAC
Yeah

INT. INSIDE BAR - EVENING

Regular crowd in Bar,people sit around different tables, 
whispers,all look cheerless .Bartender pours wine in a glass, 
Nicholas takes it & sips.

BARTENDER
Nicholas; You never drank more than 
two ,it's fourth.

NICHOLAS
Yeah... lions are dying.

Nicholas finishes his glass at once & puts it for next. 
Bartender puts another glass with first, pours wine in both 
glasses & takes one glass.

NICHOLAS (CONT'D)
You never drink. Today you too?

BARTENDER
Yeah...lions are dying .

Bartender sips & face expressions like unwanted test .

Bush steps towards the desk.

BUSH
People don't believe but  I'm
confident some one is feeding
them poison. What we are doing 
here.

Bush strides towards centre of the hall & address loudly.

BUSH (CONT'D)
(angrily)

Why we all are mourning  here
lions need help.

Every one turn his head towards Bush.

NICHOLAS
What can we do?

BUSH
Atleast leave drinking & weeping.
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BARTENDER
(loudly)

We should keep an eye on different 
parts of the forest. Because 
killers can repeat it.

BUSH
And...killers are not like routine 
hunters. They did not get lion's 
heads and skins.

BARTENDER
It means they are killing them 
only.

BUSH
Okay I will arrange some boys to 
watch on all the Paths going to the 
forest.

INT. CAVE - NIGHT

Slaves sleep, bounded by iron chain, Jerrold draws out cutter 
from his pocket, cuts his own chain carefully then cuts 
Thomas's chain. They both crawl slowly through the way where 
other slaves sleep.

Both reach near main out let where two gangsters sleep. A 
gangster opens his eyes, gangster stands and asks.

GANGSTER-1
Who is there...

Some other gangsters wake, stand and hold their guns, steps 
to Jerrold and Thomas. 

GANGSTER-2
Stand up.

Thomas & Jerrold stand up, gangsters beat them badly and get 
them again to the sleeping place.

Manager approaches.

 MANAGER
What happened?

GANGSTER-2
Sir they both were escaping.
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MANAGER
Tie them with chain. Tomorrow 
Anthony would decide ,what to do 
with them.

INT. CAVE - DAY

Slaves are in their routine , taking coal from one place to 
another place.

Anthony with Manager & two gangsters with guns, visit 
different places, where slaves work. One worker fells down 
and shouts.

SLAVE- 1
I am ill...I can't work...

ANTHONY
(softly)

Please work my brother.

SLAVE-1
I can’t.

ANTHONY 
No problem. One who can't work, he 
can't live alive.

Anthony pulls out his pistol and shoots a him.

Anthony steps forward. They arrive at place where Jerrold and 
Thomas are bounded with iron chain. Both are wounded.

MANAGER
Sir they both tried to escape.

ANTHONY
No problem. It means you both are 
brave among all others.

MANAGER
Sir do we kill them both?

ANTHONY
No not at all. Think how much they 
were bore here. They wanted to 
escape, knowing that guards would 
kill them. It means Working here is 
more difficult than death ,so 
continue them working here.
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INT. DEEP INTO THE MINE. - MOMENTS LATER

Anthony and Manager emerge from lift. Two gangsters stand 
holding guns.

ANTHONY
Diamonds.

Manager steps to a locker and brings a small box. Anthony 
Opens it.

ANTHONY (CONT'D)
Good.

Anthony move his head towards Manager and asks.

ANTHONY (CONT'D)
Are you properly watching here to 
protect diamonds?

GANGSTER-3
Yes sir we are watching properly.

ANTHONY
What about...

Gangster-3 interferes

GANGSTER-3
Sir I specially keep an eye on our 
colleagues.

Anthony pulls out pistol and shoots him.

ANTHONY
Over clearance makes a man 
suspicious .Check his pocket.

Manager steps and checks gangster (dead) pocket. Pulls some 
diamonds.

Mobile rings, Anthony attends.

ANTHONY (CONT'D)
Wonderful...I am coming soon.

INT. ANTHONY’S RESIDENCE

Scientist watches the drums filled with pink liquid. Anthony 
enters,scientist turns to Anthony.
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SCIENTIST
Sir I have extended your chemical 
up to huge quantity.

Anthony watches pink chemical filled bottles with great 
interest.

ANTHONY
Now can I kill, all the lions of  
this forest.

SCIENTIST
Not only the lions of forest but 
the lions of zoo also.

ANTHONY
Good. I would load a truck and 
spray in the forest.

SCIENTIST
Sir...keep in mind that a drop of 
water can ruin it .

EXT. FOREST - DAY

Isaac and Tom sit on a rock.

TOM
Isaac whole town looks like grave 
yard. Shops are closed. No 
attendance in the college.

ISAAC
Yeah...

TOM
Isaac do some thing to get rid of 
this situation.

ISAAC
What to do?

TOM
Find the killers.

EXT. NEAR BLACK ROCK - DAY

Anthony stands alone beside his jeep. Pull out his mobile. He 
dials a number.
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ANTHONY
Hello...I'm at black rock,send the 
truck here. We would start spraying 
right from here.

SCIENTIST (o.s.)
Right sir.

ANTHONY
Do it now.

EXT. FOREST - DAY

Two guys stroll on a way inside forest. A truck passes, 
loaded with big sized bottles of pink chemical.

BOY-1
Who are they ,what they're 
carrying.

BOY-2 
That may be the poison to kill the 
lions.

BOY-1
Let’s inform to uncle Bush.

They both run towards town.

INT. INSIDE BAR - DAY

People sit lazily. Bush stands alone watches out side from 
window. Bush turns to desk. Boys storms inside & shouts.

BOY-1
(short winded)

A truck carrying bottles of poison,
going inside the forest.

Every one stands.

BUSH
(shouts)

Follow them.

Every one rushes out ward.
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EXT. TOWN ROAD - DAY

crowd of people run on the road towards forest, shouting. 
Other people on the way asks 'n run after crowd. Michael, 
Julia & some other students join them.

Venus comes out from main gate,asks & runs after crowd.

EXT. FOREST - DAY

Crowd enter into the forest, shout, seem emotional.

BUSH
(shouts)

Come friends...hurry up.

Bush runs and guides people.

BARTENDER
(shouts)

Save our lions.

NICHOLAS
(shouts)

Kill all the killers.

EXT. NEAR BLACK ROCK - DAY

Isaac n' Tom sit on a rock, sound of crowd appears, they both 
move their heads over their shoulders. They see a crowd 
running down the slope & crowd point their fingers to a 
mountain. 

Isaac 'n Tom turn their heads , see a truck carrying bottles. 
Truck carrying bottles moves on a path of slope but much high 
from people approach. Isaac and Tom stand.

TOM
That must be the lions killing
chemical. Isaac do it now, once 
again be lion.

ISAAC
But how ,I am not wounded.

TOM
Show me your hand please.

Tom opens a small knife attached with key chain.
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ISAAC
What you are doing.

TOM
I’m helping you to become lion.

Isaac raises hand ,Tom Draws a line on his hand, blood comes 
out ,Isaac starts   converting into lionman. Tom hides 
himself behind a tree. 

Isaac's body starts converting into lionman. His head & neck 
converts into lion's head & hairy neck. Remaining body 
remains same as human. He starts roaring, thunders in very 
high sound & it echoes. Air pressure with roaring comes out 
from his mouth. 

All people turn their heads towards thunder, astonish in all 
eyes.

Light weighted things fly off .Birds fly in the air. Tree 
branches shakes.

NICHOLAS
(murmurs)

What is that...

BUSH
(murmurs)

Lion...

BARTENDER
(murmurs)

Man...

VENUS
(murmurs)

Lion...man

All people stare, wonder in their eyes.

Lion man turns his head up there to the truck. Lion man 
strides ,then runs ,then jumps towards the truck. 

People continuously watch him. At last lion man jumps & 
stands in front of truck. Truck stops. Lion man thunders at 
the top of his voice, due to air pressure & sound's echo 
front screen of truck bursts out. 

Driver & a gangster come out slowly, they look frightened . 
Lion man springs towards them. Lion man strokes his hand to 
the driver. He fly and collides with a tree and dies. 2nd 
pulls his pistol but Lion man controls him & throws him down 
to the river bank. 
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Lion man rides on truck ,takes one bottle & throws it down to 
the river. Bottle crushes on a stone ,water mixes with 
chemical. People clap.

Lion man throws 2nd,3rd,4th ,5th bottle and last 6th carries 
but it's cork falls down ,lion man coughs then throws it down 
to the river.

Lion man coughs & goes into the forest. People shouts ,claps.

Anthony watches every action, behind the tree. He notes lion 
man's cough.

EXT. NEAR BLACK ROCK - MOMENTS LATER

All people seem cheerful, hug each other, Tom watches towards 
a side.

Isaac emerges from trees, steps forward, Tom hugs him.

TOM
(whispers)

You did beyond the imagination.
Look at them.

Bush with Bartender.

BUSH
Lion man did, what we couldn't .

BARTENDER
We admire him. He is our hero.

Venus, Julia & Michael stand together.

VENUS
Lion man saved our lives.

JULIA
What a smart lionman.

VENUS
Would you marry?

JULIA
Yes.

VENUS
Why you are always ready to marry. 

Both laugh.
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INT. ANTHONY’S RESIDENCE - DAY

Scientist & Anthony sit .Anthony looks tired. Scientist gives 
him a small bottle of pink chemical.

ANTHONY
This is the week point of lion man
I should always keep it in my 
pocket.

SCIENTIST
It's unbelievable that a lion man 
is in the forest.

ANTHONY
(murmurs)

Only lions were not sufficient to 
restrict my work. A lion man came 
from hell.

INT. ISAAC’S HOME - EVENING

Isaac enters in, Grand father & friend play chess. Grand 
father asks without turning his head.

GRAND FATHER
Did you saw him?

ISAAC
Whom?

GRAND FATHER
I'm asking about lion man. Were
you in that crowd?

ISAAC
Yeah...I was there.

Grand father & friend leave chess, stand and step to Isaac.

GRAND FATHER
Tell me how was he, how he did
all that.

EXT. SHOPPING STREET - DAY

An artist draws a sketch of lion man, some ladies and gents 
stand and watch.
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Isaac & Tom arrive, look sketch.

WOMAN-1
Was lion man same as this sketch.

ARTIST
Of course I saw him personally.

WOMAN-1
You're lucky you saw him.

WOMAN-2
My husband too. He was in that 
crowd.

Isaac & tom go out. Stroll down to the street.

TOM
Lucky me...lion man is along with
me, but no body know.

ISAAC
But the killer of lions is still 
alive. He can repeat the same 
nonsense.

INT. CLASS ROOM - MORNING

Students sit in the class room. Each student wear shirt , 
written on chest "Lion man". Madam wears coat. Isaac enters 
wearing normal shirt.

MADAM
Isaac you don't like lionman?

ISAAC
No madam I like him too. 

MADAM
All students are wearing lionman's 
shirt except you.

ISAAC
Sorry madam wearing shirt
isn't the criteria to like lionman. 
You too don't have that shirt.

Madam glances at the door and opens her coat buttons ,shows 
her shirt to students.

"Lion man" is written on her shirt. All students claps .
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VENUS
Madam we all are happy. We should  
go to the river for picnic.

MADAM
Sorry this is beyond my powers. 
Principal can allow you.

INT. INSIDE BAR - EVENING

Routine rush in bar, people sit around different tables, Bush 
stands at desk near bartender, wears cap ,written "Lion man" 
instead of "The champion".

Nicholas, Man-1, Man-2, Man-3 sit around a table. Four 
glasses of wine placed on table. They grab glasses and rise 
up.

NICHOLAS
Cheer for the better health of 
lionman.

They all sip.

NICHOLAS (CONT'D)
Where do lionman live. From where
he came. We don't know any thing 
about him except, he helped us.

MAN-1
Some times I think . A man is 
converted into lion or a lion is 
converted into a man.

Bush steps to the table.

BUSH
If you don't mind, all of you're 
thinking in a wrong direction.
Lion man is a man belongs to
our town.

NICHOLAS
What do you say Bush.

BUSH
Yes he is one of us.

NICHOLAS
If he is among us then that
must be you.
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All four laugh, but Bush looks serious.

BUSH
(murmurs)

Unfortunately I'm not.

INT. INSIDE SCHOOL BUS - MORNING

Two Madams sit together in front seat, all the boys sit with 
their girl friends. Venus With Michael, Tom with Julia and 
Isaac sits alone just behind Tom and Julia's Seat. There is 
sound of giggle , babbling, chatting, laughing.

Tom turns his head over his shoulder and asks.

TOM
Mr. Isaac do you have any girl 
friend?

ISAAC
Yeah I have.

TOM
Where is she now?

ISAAC
She is sitting with some one else.

Tom, Julia and Isaac laugh.

EXT. RIVER BANK - DAY

All students engage in different activities, some play 
cricket, some swim, Both madams sit under a tree and play 
cards. Isaac, Tom and Julia stand and talk.

Venus, Michael and some other enjoy boating . Venus is alone 
in her boat. 

Madam stands and shouts.

MADAM
Don't go deep into the river. River 
fall is very near.

Madam again sits and plays cards.

Suddenly Venus's boat goes deep into the middle of the river 
and drifts faster to the river Fall.
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VENUS
(shouts)

Save me. My boat is out of control. 
Save me.

Every one turns to Venus. Boat drifts faster to the river 
fall.

VENUS (CONT'D)
Save me Michael. Michael save me...

ISAAC
(shouts)

Michael. Save her. Her life is in 
danger.

MICHAEL
I'm not good swimmer. I can't...

VENUS
Michael. Michael...

Isaac strides back and runs down to the River fall. Only Tom 
notes it. All others watch Venus.

EXT. BOTTOM OF RIVER FALL - MOMENTS LATER

Lion man stands at river bank at the bottom of the river 
fall, fixes his eyes on up at the spot where water starts 
fall. 

Up at the top of the river fall, boat with Venus emerges. 
Starts fall down. Sound of Venus's yelling . 

Lion man springs making arc (curve) catches Venus in air and 
arrives at the next bank of the river and again springs back, 
carrying Venus making arc, Arrives at first bank.

Puts Venus down and starts to go off.

VENUS
Lion man. Do you hear me?

Lion man turns his head over his shoulder.

LIONMAN
(thundering voice)

Yes.

VENUS
Thanks. 
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Lionman steps forward and fades away. 

INT. ANTHONY’S RESIDENCE - EVENING

Anthony enters in the laboratory, Scientist stands.

ANTHONY
Have you extended it.

SCIENTIST
Sir it will take some days.

ANTHONY
Do it as soon as possible.

SCIENTIST
Sir how will you save it from Lion 
man.

ANTHONY
No problem. That is my problem.

INT. DEEP INTO THE MINE. - DAY

Slaves bounded in a chain work deep into the mine. Gangsters 
shout and order.

Suddenly a sound appears from the roof. Roof collapses, heavy 
quantity of coal falls down on the slaves. gangsters run & 
ride on lift. Panic every where.

EXT. OUT SIDE CAVE - MORNING

Anthony arrives, Manager & gangsters gather around Anthony.

MANAGER
Sir fifty workers are dead.

ANTHONY
No problem. Guards?

MANAGER
Five wounded seriously.

INT. CAVE SLEEPING PLACE - NIGHT

Slaves sleep, bounded in a long iron chain. Jerrold & Thomas 
lay & whisper.
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THOMAS
(whispers)

One day we will die in the same 
way.

JERROLD
Soon we will escape.

THOMAS
Last time guards beat us badly
but now they will shoot us.

JERROLD
It's better to die then this life.

EXT. MOTOR WORKSHOP -   DAY

Isaac cleans a motor part. Grand father opens a car bonnet  & 
bows to look its machinery.

ISAAC
Grand pa

GRAND FATHER
Yes.

ISAAC
Grand pa do you know how much I
love you?

Grand father locks the bonnet. Steps towards Isaac.

GRAND FATHER
Very sad. In this age still you're 
having love with your grand father. 
Why not you're having love with any 
girl?

ISAAC
Soon a beautiful girl would come at
you & will say "I love Isaac but he
Is not responding me".

GRAND FATHER
On that day I will break your head
with this hammer.

Grand father steps to car.

GRAND FATHER (CONT'D)
Tomorrow it is Sunday & I will be 
on fishing.
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ISAAC
It's not unusual? You are spending
all your Sundays at the river bank.

GRAND FATHER
Tomorrow Joseph will come here
to repair his car so you should 
stay here.

ISAAC
Alright Grand pa.

EXT. RIVER BANK - MORNING

Grand father, Venus's Dad, friend & seventeen other people 
sit at the river bank for fishing.

DAD
My daughter Venus told me that your 
grand Son Isaac stood best boy of 
the year.

GRAND FATHER
Yes never in the past he took part 
in the games but all of sudden he 
did it.

FRIEND
(mood off)

If you would talk more, you would 
never have any fish.

GRAND FATHER
Okay dear as you like.

Grand father pulls out a bottle of wine and looks at his 
Friend.

GRAND FATHER (CONT'D)
Am I allowed to drink? Or fishes 
hate drinking.

Voice of gun shoot ,they all turn their heads over their 
shoulders, fear in the eyes. They all stands.

INT. INSIDE POLICE STATION - EVENING

Venus enters into sheriff's office, four old ladies sit in 
the office.
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VENUS
Uncle sheriff Dad is not back home.

SHERIFF
Your dad had gone for fishing?

VENUS
Yes Dad went their. Is there any 
problem?

Sheriff points to the old ladies.

SHERIFF
They all have same problem. All the 
people who had gone to the river 
today, have not returned back.

VENUS
Oh no...

SHERIFF
Don't worry, my cops and me will
find them soon.

VENUS
(angrily)

In this sitting position you will 
find them soon?

Sheriff stands up.

SHERIFF
I'm just leaving now.

INT. ISAAC’S HOME - EVENING

Isaac cuts vegetables in the kitchen. Sees watch time to 
time. Tom storms inside.

TOM
Your Grand pa & nineteen others
have disappeared from the river 
bank.

Isaac steps towards Tom.

ISAAC
What do you mean. How they 
disappeared?
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TOM
I don't know. Twenty people were 
fishing their but no one returned 
home and no one know where have 
they gone.

ISAAC
Let’s go.

Both exit.

EXT. RIVER BANK - MOMENTS LATER

Almost one hundred people (natives) stand on the river bank. 
Some old women weep. Sheriff & two cops discuss. Isaac & Tom 
arrives.

SHERIFF
I think some may have kidnapped 
them.

ISAAC
Who kidnapped them?

SHERIFF
I can't guess. Same kidnapping 
incident happened in another town.

WOMAN-1
This is yours fault. Why you don’t 
look after the people of this town.

SHERIFF
                                                 
Sorry madam. Soon we will find 
them.

Isaac and tom step aside.

TOM
Sheriff can't do any thing, you 
should do.

ISAAC
What to do? Against whom to do?

Tom sits on a big stone.

TOM
Sit Isaac.
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ISAAC
(murmurs)

I can't sit. I can't find them in 
this way. I should leave to find 
them some where else.

TOM
I'm with you.

ISAAC
No Tom I would go alone.

EXT. DEEP INTO THE FOREST - EVENING

Isaac goes through forest, area filled with trees. 

An arrow crosses and penetrates to a tree's stem. Isaac 
becomes conscious, watches all around. Isaac hides himself 
behind a tree.

Another arrow comes and penetrates to the same tree where 
Isaac stands, a paper Is attached with arrow. Isaac watches 
paper on which "I" is written. 

Third arrow Comes and penetrates on the same tree, attached a 
paper. Isaac reads paper, written, "love".

Fourth arrow penetrates to the tree, paper attached, written 
"U".

Isaac emerges out .

ISAAC
(loudly)

Who is there...come on.

Suddenly a girl ( ROSY) holding a rope swings toward Isaac's 
back side and strikes him. They both goes down . Rosy climb 
on his chest. Tries to kiss.

Isaac shoves her. Rosy flays and falls on grass. Isaac stands 
and steps to her and rise his hand to Rosy to help her 
standing. Rosy holds Isaac's hand and stands.

ROSY
You are stronger.

ISAAC
Why you spotted arrows at me?
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ROSY
Not at you...but at your side 
carrying my messages.

ISAAC
Why such stupid message?

ROSY
A girl can send,such type of 
message to a smart boy. I'm Rosy 
and you?

ISAAC
I have no name...bye.

Isaac starts stride out leaving behind Rosy.

ROSY
(loudly)

Any way I am trying to find 
Lionman. If somewhere you meet him 
please message him... “Rosy is in 
search of you please help him 
because his father and brother have 
been kidnapped”.

Isaac stops, spins back.

ISAAC
Who kidnapped them?

ROSY
I know the kidnappers. 

Isaac steps faster to Rosy. Isaac grabs her shoulder.

EXT. UNDER TREES - EVENING

Isaac and Rosy sits around fire. Rosy stares fire and Isaac 
looks at her face.

ROSY
When we were in our car, going 
through the forest , suddenly four 
gangsters emerged in front of our 
car. Dad stopped car. They pulled 
out my father and brother and tied 
them with ropes and put them into 
the jeep...Their leader had 
mustache.
I was shocked and sitting still, 
did nothing...and they all gone.
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ISAAC
Sad...very sad.

ROSY
Since then I am wandering town to 
town to locate them and to find 
Lionman ,because only lionman
Can help me.

ISAAC
Where did you hear about Lionman?

ROSY
Every one know that he appeared in 
the Eastern forest at lion's 
region. If once I find him, he can 
bring back my brother and father.

ISAAC
(murmurs)

Lionman...finding his grand pa...

Rosy looks at Isaac.

ISAAC (CONT'D)
What we should do now?

ROSY
What a young boy and girl do when 
they are alone like us?

ISAAC
It's too late...I'm tired.

Isaac tries to sleep side by fire. Rosy climbs upon Isaac and 
tries to kiss him. Isaac fills with anger and Strove her. She 
flies and falls upon grass. Rosy rise her hand.

ROSY
Pull me please...

ISAAC
No...you are fine there.

Rosy becomes angry. Takes her bag and goes.

EXT. FOREST - NIGHT

Rosy steps through the forest, no any voice approaches, 
darkness all around.
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Suddenly a wild wolf appears in front of Rose. Rosy spins 
back and runs but another wolf appears in front of her. She 
changes her direction but two more approaches.

Four wild wolves are around Rosy , gradually coming closer to 
her.

ROSY
(afraid)

Save me ... is there any one... 
save me.

Wolves continuously moving towards her.

ROSY (CONT'D)
(yelling)

Save... save... 

Suddenly Isaac appears . All the wolves afraid and runs away 
faster. Rosy hugs Isaac.

ROSY (CONT'D)
Why wolves ran away?

ISAAC
(care lessly)

I don’t know.

ROSY
(wonders)

No... they were specially scare of 
you. Am I right?

ISAAC
(hiding)

No you are wrong. They were not 
specially afraid of me ... It is 
wolves’s nature, that they attacks 
on alone and scares of two persons.

Rosy does not seem satisfied of Isaac’s arguments.

They both arrives at their sleeping place. Isaac sits in the 
side of fire. Rosy stands looking.

ROSY
Do I sleep nearer in your side.

ISAAC
(rudely)

Never.
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ROSY
You don’t like me?

ISAAC
Of course not.

Rosy sits angrily bit away from Isaac.

EXT. STREAM - MORNING

Rosy spots water on her face. Isaac arrives and spots water 
on his face. 

Rosy stands and starts going on left side. Isaac goes after 
her. She stops and spines back.

ROSY
When you don't like me, why are you 
following me?

ISAAC
Actually, I need you.

ROSY
(interest)

For what?

ISAAC
My story is same as yours and I'm 
keen interested in kidnappers and 
you have seen their faces.

ROSY
Oh...

ISAAC
Can we help each other. If you 
would trace them, then it would be 
my duty to catch them.

ROSY
Can you catch them. Can you clear 
my test?

ISAAC
Any stupid test?
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ROSY
In terms of power only,I need 
security,whom I am carrying,is 
enough strong to catch kidnappers.

ISAAC
I am ready to pass your test.

ROSY
Good. I am sure you can do it.

EXT. MOUNTAIN SLOOP     DAY   

Isaac and Rosy climbs slope.

ROSY
Once I found a kidnapper in a town 
,I started shouting. People were 
gather round me. I begged them to 
catch kidnapper but there was no 
one to catch him because he
had weapons. On that day I decided 
to find Lionman first then to trace 
kidnappers.

Isaac points his finger at the top of the sloop.

ISAAC
What is that. What they are doing?

ROSY
Let’s go.

EXT. CAMPS AREA - DAY

A wide place, many camps installed, different workers cutting 
trees, some drives Trolley to transfer big stem from one 
place to another place. Some trucks stand,Some trolleys are 
loading stems on the trucks.

Apart from such working place, some workers are playing rope 
pulling contest.

ALBERT heavy weight body stands with her girl friend(HONEY), 
sipping bear cans.

ALBERT
(proudly)

Is there any one,who would defeat 
me in rope Pulling.
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WORKER-1
What is the reward if any one 
defeat you?

Isaac and Rosy adds in crowed.

ALBERT
I would allow him to kiss my Honey.

HONEY
And I'm very much interested in 
that man who can defeat Albert to 
win my kiss.

WORKER-2
Of course there is no one. No one 
can defeat you, Albert.

ROSY
Of course there is one. He can 
defeat Albert.

Every one turn his head to Rosy.

ROSY (CONT'D)
My friend can defeat you.

ISAAC
Rosy,What you are doing. I cannot 
defeat him. 

Some people laugh.

ROSY
(firmly)

This is my test. Can you clear it?

ISAAC
I would try,I miss anger...

ALBERT
Listen baby,if he would not win I 
will kiss you.

ROSY
That time will never come. Take 
care of your Honey.

Isaac and Albert hold rope, many workers gather. Honey Closes 
to Albert. 
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HONEY
Win dear. I don't want to let any 
body to kiss me except you.

ALBERT
Don't worry,no one can kiss you in 
my life.

Rosy closes to Isaac.

ROSY
Don't let him to kiss me.

ISAAC
Yeah.

Referee whistles, Isaac & Albert hold rope. Referee fires to 
start the game. Albert pulls Isaac gradually. All the workers 
including Honey supports Albert.

Gradually Isaac comes closer to the loser line.

ROSY
(shouts)

Win Isaac. Win it.

Albert's supporters claps. Isaac slides to loser line 
continuously.

ROSY (CONT'D)
(confused)

Win,win,please win...

Isaac arrives a foot away from loser line. Rosy Stops 
requesting, steps to Isaac.

Rosy strove her hand on Isaac’s face. Isaac fills with anger, 
little roaring voice.

ROSY (CONT'D)
You are not trustable...

Rosy weeps. Spins back, starts going away, leaving behind 
voices of Albert’s supporters. 

Isaac stops sliding forward, starts pulling Albert. Suddenly 
Voices of supporters stop.

Rosy spins back, watches Isaac’s wining, she wonders then 
grows happy, starts supporting Isaac.
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ROSY (CONT'D)
Win my dear. I love you.

All supporters wonder, Albert and Honey seem confused. 

Albert slides toward loser line. Suddenly Isaac pulls rope in 
full power. Albert falls and drags and arrives at Isaac‘s 
feet, Albert’s mouth and face seems mud coated.

Rosy hugs Isaac. Albert stands and Pushes him( ISAAC) back, 
Isaac slides back, fills with anger,little voice of roaring 
appears.

Suddenly voice of yelling appears. Every one turn his head to 
the spot.

A huge stem roles down on a sloop and at the foot of sloop a 
old couple on wheel chairs yells and crying for help.

Isaac starts running towards sloop. Arrives at stem rolling 
spot, tries to stop stem but can’t. 

Isaac tries to stop stem on his hands but continuously slides 
down. Rolling stem wounds his hands, blood spills out.

Isaac starts converting into lion man. His head and neck 
converts into lion’s head and neck. He roars at the top of 
voice. He stops stem.

Wonder in all eyes, specially Rosy seems in between wonder 
and surprise.

Isaac up lifts stem and throw it toward back to the height.

HONEY
Your friend is lion man?

ROSY
(proudly)

Yeah.

Lion man converts into Isaac and approaches at old couple 
sitting on wheel chair.

ISAAC
Mom are you fine?

Wonder in their eyes.

OLD WOMAN
You are lion man?
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ISAAC
Both of you are fine. Okay.

OLD MAN
Thanks my son.

OLD WOMAN
Thank you Lion man.

A crowed of workers arrives including Rosy, Albert and Honey.

Isaac grabs Rosy’s hand.

ISAAC
Move Rosy.

Rosy is still in shock. They both steps forward, crowed 
pursues them. Isaac turn his head over his shoulder.

ISAAC (CONT'D)
(thundering voice)

Stop. No one will follow us.

Crowed stops moving.

INT. HOLLOW CAVE - NIGHT

Isaac and Rosy in a cave sits around fire. Isaac roasts a 
bird. Rosy continuously watches Isaac. Isaac notes it.

ISAAC
What are you watching?

ROSY
I still don’t believe that I’m with 
lion man.

ISAAC
(smiles)

Have I passed your test.

ROSY
I’m sorry.

ISAAC
All right. Had you kept watch on 
workers?

ROSY
Yeas... there was no any kidnaper.
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ISAAC
Good. Where ever shall we go, you 
should keep watch.

Tiny voice approaches. Both turn their heads to voice, tries 
to listen carefully.

ROSY 
Any man is ...

ISAAC
(whispers)

Stop...

Isaac point his finger to deep inside the cave. Isaac stands 
and strides carefully. Rosy pursues him.

They both crosses a Corridor. Tiny light approaches, they 
step towards the light spotted area.

INT. DEEP INSIDE CAVE - NIGHT

An old man of 70 years (Japanese face), skin headed, wears 
yellow dress ( Buddha dress), sits before fire ,eyes closed, 
reading some verses in strange language.

Isaac and Rosy enter in side care fully. Old man keeping eyes 
closed asks.

OLD MAN
(expression less)

What do you want?

ISAAC
We are in search of kidnapers, they 
kidnapped...

OLD MAN
(expression less)

Your grand father and her father 
and brother.

Isaac and rosy wonder. Old man snap open eyes.

ISAAC
But...how do you know?
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OLD MAN
(angrily)

Don’t ask unnecessary questions,do 
you want to know the name and 
location of kidnapper.

ISAAC
Yes...yes

OLD MAN
(expression less)

Sit before me. I’m calling a 
spirit. He can tell you about 
kidnapper.

Isaac and Rosy sit opposite to the Old man. Fire is in 
between Old man and them both.

Old man closes his eyes. Starts murmuring an unknown verse. 
Fire it self increases. Isaac and Rosy slides back.

As for as Old man’s murmuring speed ups so much so fire 
increases, eventually fire increases up to the roof.

Man features appears in the fire and asks angrily.

SPIRIT
(angrily)

Why you called me.

OLD MAN
Where do they find kidnaper. 

SPIRIT
Down to the north at Velasta.

ROSY
Can we catch him?

SPIRIT
(angrily)

I’m not bound to reply you.

OLD MAN
Will they catch him?

SPIRIT
No.

OLD MAN
But why? 
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SPIRIT
My time is over.

Spirit disappears, fire reduces at its original shape.

ROSY 
Where is Velasta.

OLD MAN
(expression less)

Follow right bank of outer stream.

ISAAC
Thanks

OLD MAN
(expression less)

Not needed. Leave Me alone.

Both exits.

INT. CAVE WORKING PLACE - DAY

Jerrold, Thomas, Dad, Grand father and other slave works, 
carrying digging equipment. 

DAD
(whisper)

I never thought that one day I 
would work like slaves.

GRAND FATHER
(whisper)

Yes... big turn in my life... of 
course miserable.

DAD
(whisper)

I have much money. If I offer 
them... would they let me free.

Jerrold steps to them.

JERROLD
(whisper)

Never think like this. They will 
rub your money and keep you working 
here.

A gangster shouts.
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GANGSTER-1
Keep quite. Anthony is on the 
round.

They all again start working quickly.

INT. CAVE WORKING PLACE - MOMENTS LATER

Anthony, Manager and two gangsters passes through working 
place. Anthony looks at Jerrold and stops.

ANTHONY
(curiously)

What is his name.

JERROLD
I’m Jerrold.

ANTHONY
(smiles)

What about your escaping program?

JERROLD
Of course one day I will be out 
there.

Anthony turn to the Manager.

ANTHONY
The day when he will be out there, 
on the same day you will die.

MANAGER
(confuse)

Sir he is dangerous. Why not we 
kill him now.

ANTHONY
(smiles)

No ... let him to try. Have you 
seen Tom and Jerry? ... I enjoy it 
very much.

Anthony put his hand on Jerrold’s shoulder.

ANTHONY (CONT'D)
(smiling)

Mr. Jerry...

JERROLD
(serious)

I’m Jerrold.
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ANTHONY 
Now you are Jerry. Try your best 
and we will try our best. Let’s see 
who’s life is long... your’s or 
his.

Points to Manager.

Turns to manager.

ANTHONY (CONT'D)
Where is the place.

Manager points to a side.

MANAGER
Down there sir.

Anthony, Manager and gangsters step forward.

INT. CAVE WORKING PLACE - DAY

Anthony, Manager and two gangsters arrive at a place, where 
no any slave is working.

MANAGER
Sir... this is the place where two 
ways starts to dig. We don’t know 
that on which way we would find the 
diamonds.

ANTHONY
No problem. Kill a worker exact at 
this spot. Blood would lead you to 
adopt the way.

MANAGER
Yes sir.

Manager instructs gangster.

MANAGER (CONT'D)
Bring...

Both gangster goes and brings Jerrold, Manager seems happy.

ANTHONY
(angrily)

No... this is our golden worker... 
he has to die on another way.
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MANAGER
Bring another one.

Gangsters bring another one. Bounds him at a central place 
between two way to dig.

Anthony shoots. Slave dies. His blood flows on right side. 
They all watches the flow.

ANTHONY
Have I solved your problem?

MANAGER
Yes sir.

ANTHONY
Remember... blood earns.

EXT. STREAM RIGHT BANK - AFTERNOON

Isaac and Rosy goes through right bank of the stream, look 
tired, Rosy sits down.

ROSY
I’m tired.

A man crosses them.

ISAAC
Brother do you know, where is 
Velasta?

A MAN
Yes ...behind that rock.

ISAAC
Thanks.

Man goes off.

ISAAC (CONT'D)
Stand up Rosy. We are about to 
reach Velasta.

Rosy stands.

EXT. VELASTA TOWN STREET - AFTERNOON

Isaac and rosy enter in a street of Velasta town. They Both 
wonder to see that no one is there in the street.
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All shops are closed. Each window and door of every house is 
closed. No any animal in the street. No any sound and sign of 
life.

ROSY
What is wrong here. Where are the 
people of Velasta.

ISAAC
(shouts)

Is there any one in the town. Hello 
any body here?

ROSY
I think all are kidnapped.

A old man ,white beard, bottle of win in his hand running 
toward them, like attacking. 

White beard crosses them and points a hand up ward.

WHITE BEARD
Go. Hide your self. Death is about 
to reach.

White beard fades off.

ROSY
What do he means?

A voice approaches, voice growing sharp.

ROSY (CONT'D)
Look...up there...

A black cloud moving and lowering down.

A window of a house opens. A old lady looks at them.

OLD LADY
(shouts)

Come inside...killer bees...

Old lady shuts window. Rosy seems confuse.

ROSY
(confuse)

What to do now...let us hide there.

ISAAC
(confident)

Stay here.
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Voice of bees increase gradually. Bees in the form of black 
cloud comes down in speed.

Isaac rises his hand to Rosy.

ISAAC (CONT'D)
Rosy cut my skin with your nails.

ROSY
What...

ISAAC
Cut it...do it now.

Rosy cuts Isaac’s hand skin with her nail, blood spills out 
and then Isaac starts converting into lion.

Lion man move his head towards bees cloud, starts roaring at 
the top of his voice. A strong air pressure throws bees cloud  
backward. Lion man throws air pressure continuously till the 
cloud change its direction and fades off. 

Windows of houses open one by one, than doors open and people 
come out, wonder in their eyes.

OLD LADY
That is lion.

OLD MAN
He is good lion. Not harmful.

They all gather around Lion man and Rosy. 

Suddenly Rosy points his finger and shouts.

ROSY
He is the kidnaper.

Kidnaper runs. Lion man runs after him.

Kidnaper rubs a one year old baby from a lady and runs. 
Kidnaper arrives at the mouth of a well, rises hands to the 
well.

KIDNAPER
(threats)

Don’t follow me. I will throw baby 
inside.

Lionman with crowed stop.
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LADY
(weeping)

Save my baby, Lion. Please save my 
baby.

Lion man again starts moving to the kidnapper slowly and 
gradually.

KIDNAPER
(threats)

Don’t move. This is my last 
warning... stop moving.

Lion man continuously steps slowly.

KIDNAPER (CONT'D)
(confuse)

Stop.

Kidnaper throws baby into the wall and runs down. Lion man 
springs to the mouth of the wel.

Rosy runs after kidnaper.

INT. INSIDE WEL - DAY

Baby falls down to the bottom of wel. Lion man stands up on 
the mouth of wel, starts inhaling air with the sound of 
inverse roaring ( like a big empty container drags on road )

Due to inhaling air pressure, baby’s falling speed decreases 
then baby stops in air then rises up slowly and then faster 
towards lion man.

Lion man catches and hand overs to lady (mother). All people 
clap.

Lion man watches all around but finds missing, kidnaper and 
Rosy. A voice of gun shot approaches. Lion man run toward 
voice.

Lion man enters in a street. Rosy lie down dead, blood 
spills.

She lie down in a position that here one arm and a finger 
points to a direction where kidnaper had gone. Lion man notes 
it and run towards the direction.

After visiting some streets, he fails to catch kidnaper. 
Again converts into Isaac and returns back to Rosy’s dead 
body. Some people gather around her.
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EXT. GRAVE - DAY

Some people gather around a new grave. Isaac sits down 
gloomy.

Isaac stands, starts stepping out.

LADY
Was she lioness?

ISAAC
Yeah... brave like lioness. 

Isaac steps forward.

ISAAC (CONT'D)
(murmurs)

Go back.

INT. ISAAC’S HOME - DAY

Isaac and tom sits on chairs.

ISAAC
(sad)

Really she was lioness. I missed 
both, Rosy and kidnaper. 

TOM
That was the last chance to catch 
the kidnapper. Unluckily you lost 
that.

ISAAC
Being a lion man I couldn’t and 
also can’t help my Grand Pa.

TOM
I hope any luck may bring you 
kidnapper again.

ISAAC
(murmurs)

I miss my Grand Pa. Grand pa where 
are you.

Isaac stands.
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ISAAC (CONT'D)
(confidently)

Tom... mark my words. If once I 
come to know that my Pa is deep 
into the Earth or up in the sky... 
I will break Earth and tear sky to 
get my lovely Pa.

Isaac drops into the chair tiredly. Bows head down and stares 
on floor.

ISAAC (CONT'D)
(weak voice)

But... I don’t know the place...

INT. CAVE - DAY

Grand Father, Venus's Dad, Friend,Thomas, Jerrold and others 
are ringed around their necks and bounded with a long chain. 

Manager stands instructing.

MANAGER
Any one who would try to escape 
must be killed. Now go on.

Gangsters lead them all deep into the mine. All slave 
carrying equipment to dig.

THOMAS
(whispers)

We can't escape.

JERROLD
(whispers)

I have again stolen a cutter. Be 
ready.

THOMAS
(whispers)

If once again failed?

JERROLD
(whispers)

Now we will escape on that night 
when lions would attack. During 
their attack panic would be every 
where ... then we will have a 
chance to run off.

A gangster steps to them.
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GANGSTER-1
What you are talking. Work quickly 
and quietly.

INT. INSIDE BAR - EVENING

Routine in bar, every one is worried. Bush enters in bar, 
steps to a table draws a chair and sits with Nicholas and two 
others.

NICHOLAS
What's going in the town. First 
lions were dying & now people are 
disappearing. Think what is that, 
why this is happening here.

MAN-1
Never ever happened like this.

MAN-2
Who is doing this.

BUSH
Who is doing. That I don't know but 
I know that's same group who
killed the lions and now kidnapped 
our natives.

NICHOLAS
So what should we do know ?

Bartender  approaches.

BARTENDER
I'm telling you. What should we do 
now.

Bartender stares all of them.

BARTENDER (CONT'D)
If any of you have, any suggestion
then tell it to me. Other wise I 
have 100% solution.

BUSH
(angrily)

We don't have any solution. Open
your mouth quickly and disclose it 
soon.
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BARTENDER
Listen me care fully. When your 
lions were dying who helped you.

NICHOLAS
Lion man.

BARTENDER
Once again he can help us, so let's
call him.

BUSH
(mood off)

Call him? Do you know his 
residence?

BARTENDER
I don't know, but I know the way to 
call him.

Some people gather around this group.

BARTENDER (CONT'D)
My grand father told me about the 
procedure. By that way it's 100% 
sure that Lion man would must 
appear.

BUSH
(serious)

Disclose the mystery now. What is 
the way to call Lion man.

Bartender stands and waves his hand to call others.

BARTENDER
Listen every one. Come closer to 
us. We're going to discover Lion 
man again.

EXT. SHOPING STREET - DAY

Bush and Bartender stand on a foot path ,People are gathered 
around. Bush has a speaker in his hand. Bush announces in 
speaker.

BUSH
Dear ladies and gents. You know, 
few days ago our lions had been 
killed and now our natives are 
being kidnapped or killed. 
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In past Lion man helped us and now 
only he can help us, so it is very
urgent to call him back again to 
help us.

Bush hands speaker to Bartender. Bartender continues 
announcement.

BARTENDER
So it is requested to you all to 
gather at river bank before dawn. 
There we all will request lion man 
to appear again and... thanks.

A man rises his hand.

MAN-1
Are you sure that Lion man will
appear on our request.

BARTENDER
Yeah...I am 100% sure that... he 
must come into view if we would 
call him on a correct technique.

Isaac and tom stand little far from crowed. Tom looks at 
Isaac and smiles.

INT. CAVE - NIGHT

Slaves sleep, all are bounded in a single chain comming 
across their neck ring. Thomas is in asleep but Jerrold is 
waken , voice of wounded workers appear time to time.

Suddenly three lions attack. Gangsters shoot, lions attack on 
gangsters , panic every where. 

Jerrold pulls cutter, cuts his own neck ring then Thomas’s 
neck ring. They both stand, cross workers and reach at main 
out let where lions are wounding gangsters.

Jerrold and Thomas come out from cave, a gangster out side 
the cave shoots, bullet hits a stone, they both run in the 
East side. Two gangsters follow them and shoot continuously.

EXT. RIVER BANK - BEFORE DAWN

Approximately 300 ladies and gents gathered at the rive bank. 
All the people hold burning branches. Bush & Bartender stand 
in front of crowed. Bush holds a crystal bowel, looks hopeful 
but Bartender looks in stress. Bartender has a pin. A man 
step towards Bartender. 
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Bartender pierces pin in man's thumb, man steps to Bush pours 
a drop of  blood into the bowl and then goes back to the 
crowed. Similarly 2nd,3rd. 

Tom looks in  Isaac's eyes, Isaac shows unwillingness. Tom 
steps to Bartender and then to Bush and drops blood in the 
bowl.

Similarly Venus, Julia, Michael goes through the process.

Bush comes closer to Bartender.

BUSH
(whispers)

Are you 100% sure, Lion man will 
appear.

BARTENDER
(confuse)

99% sure.

Bartender announces on speaker.

BARTENDER (CONT'D)
(loudly)

Any one left...no one ? ... okay...
Now we will start calling. Do as I 
have directed.

Crowed rises their burning branches and sing.

CROWED
Long live ... Lion man
Long live ... Lion man
Long live ... Lion man.

Crowed continuously sing. Tom grabs Isaac's arm lead bit away 
from the crowed.

TOM
(whispers)

Why you are fooling them?

ISAAC
What do you means?

TOM
(whispers)

They all are calling you and you 
are listening it calmly...why not 
appearing in the form of Lion man.
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ISAAC
If I appear as Lion man then what 
would I do, how can I help them 
because I don't know about killers 
or kidnappers.

TOM
I think if you change your form, 
any clue may come in your way.

Voice of gun shoot. Isaac and Tom turn their heads, Song 
stops. Jerrold and Thomas from far end ,running down towards 
the crowed. Two gangsters follow them.

One gangster shoots, Thomas falls down. Both gangster look at 
the crowed and return back.

Jerrold approaches at the crowed, Short winded.

BUSH
Who are you, why they want to kill
you.

JERROLD
We are escaped from their prison. 
People of your town are recently
kidnapped by them, now they are
in their prison.

Some people steps to dead Thomas.

TOM
(whispers)

Isaac...you have the way now.

ISAAC
Give me key chain.

Tom hands key chain to Isaac. Isaac steps out ward.

BARTENDER
Guy join us.

Bartender pierces pin in Jerrold's thumb,Bush collects his 
blood drop in bowel. Bartender announces on speaker.

BARTENDER (CONT'D)
Dear friends this is correct 
situation and proper time to appear 
" Great Lion man".Let's start 
calling him again.

They all starts singing 
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CROWED
Long live ... lion man...            
Long live ... lion man

Isaac hides behind a rock, pulls key chain knife, cuts, blood 
comes out. 

Isaac starts converting into Lion man. His head and neck 
convert into lion's head and hairy neck, body remains same as 
Isaac's body.

Lion man Jumps and appears before crowed. Crowed stops 
singing.

They all claps, shouts happily. Lion man roars at the top of 
his voice like thundering. Birds fly leaving trees. Due to 
air pressure coming out from his mouth all burning branches 
off.

Lion man turns his head towards the way where gangsters had 
gone.  Lion man step towards the way to the Gangsters.

Suddenly two boys appear ,running down to the crowed. Both 
yell. They both point their hands to a direction. Every one 
turn to the boys, Lion man stops and turn his head to boys.

BOY-1
(short winded)

A truck is entering into the forest 
carrying poison.

BOY-2
(short winded)

Same pink bottles.

Lion man seems double minded, either to go after gangsters or 
to the truck. 

TOM
(loudly)

Lion man go after kidnappers, we 
all are sufficient to deal with 
truck.

BUSH
Yes Lion man follow them...

Bush turns to the crowed.

BUSH (CONT'D)
Come on friends...

Crowed run following Boys. Lion man goes after gangsters.
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EXT. FOREST - MORNING

A truck goes, filled with the bottles of pink chemical. A 
crowd appear in front of truck. Two gangsters are inside the 
truck. Truck does not stop. Moves down to the crowd to crush 
them.

Crowd aside when truck approaches closer. From sides Bush, 
Tom and Nicholas jump and climb on the truck. Bush and Tom 
try to enter in side cabin. Gangsters fire but they both miss 
their fires. 

Eventually Bush and Tom enter in side cabin and throw 
them(Gangsters) out. People following truck capture 
gangsters. 

Bush controls truck driving and drives it to the river. At 
the bank of river Bush and Tom jump out side and truck goes 
to river and sinks down. All pink chemical spoils.

EXT. MOUNTAIN SLOOP - MOMENTS LATER

Lion man jumps to the top of the mountain, looks down, two 
gangsters running down . Lion man follows them.

Lion man stalks them continuously.

EXT. OUT SIDE CAVE - DAY

Gangsters arrive at the mouth of their cave. Gangsters shout.

GANGSTER-1
(short winded)

Lion man is after us. 

GANGSTER-2
(short winded)

He is about to reach.

Manager emerges out from the cave.

MANAGER
(anxiously)

Where is he...

GANGSTER-2
He was continuously following us.
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MANAGER
(shouts)

Why you idiot came here...now
he will not let us alive...

Manager orders and instructs to the gangsters who are on 
guard duty.

MANAGER (CONT'D)
From which direction he is coming?

GANGSTER-1
Back from there.

MANAGER
Good

Manager turns back.

MANAGER (CONT'D)
Be ready and alert... your father 
is on the way. 

Thundering voice approaches.

LIONMAN (o.s.)
Roars and thunders.

Manager and guards move their head towards voice, seem 
afraid. Manager goes inside cave.

E/I - OUT SIDE CAVE - DAY

Lion man arrives, watches all around. There is no body.

 A steel cage falls from a tree , lion man bounded into the 
Cage. Thee inches diameter steel rods are use in cage. Lion 
man try to break but can’t.

Manager with two gangsters arrive.

MANAGER
(critical)

Lion man... life saver.

GANGSTER-1
Sir shall we kill him?

MANAGER
No idiot. Anthony would decide.

Anthony dials anthony’s number but no signals.
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MANAGER (CONT'D)
Stay here I’m dialing Anthony.

Manager enters into the mine and dials Anthony.

MANAGER (CONT'D)
(proudly)

Sir I have arrested Lion man alive.

ANTHONY (o.s.)
(angrily)

Kill him. Where is he now?

MANAGER
He is in the cage.

ANTHONY (o.s.)
(Shouts)

Stupid go and see...he must not be 
in the Cage.

Manager comes out and sees . Cage is empty and both gangsters 
lies dead.

EXT. OUT SIDE CAVE - DAY

Two gangsters sit behind a big stone, Lion man jumps behind 
them,  gangsters  move their heads over their shoulders. Lion 
man grabs their necks, rises them high and throw them to a 
slope , they both strikes and falls dead.

 Three gangsters stand behind a rock in a position to wait 
lion man. Lion man jumps on their heads, kills them all.

Lion man kills all the gangsters who were on guard duty out 
side the cave. Lion man enters into the cave.

INT. INSIDE CAVE - DAY

Slaves work as in routine. Lion man roars at the top of his 
voice. All  workers stop their work and move their heads 
towards Lion man.

DAD
What is that?

GRAND FATHER
(happily)

Lion man.
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All gangsters and Manager hide themselves and start firing. 
Lion man jumps to protect himself from bullets . Lion man 
takes a big trolley , throws to the gangsters, five gangsters 
crush .

Manager and two gangsters shoot continuously. Lion man throws 
a big stone towards them , Both gangsters bury under the 
stone.

Manager runs and hides himself deep into the mine, dials his 
mobile phone. 

All workers clap, shout happily. Lion man strides to the 
slaves and break their iron chains. All slaves stand free, 
runs out side the cave.

Lion man strides deep into the mine to catch Manager.

INT. DEEP INTO THE MINE. - DAY

Darkness , Manager talks on mobile phone.

MANAGER
(hasty and fear full)

Sir save me... he will kill me.

ANTHONY
(o.s)

Will?... he has killed you.

Lion man appears,Manager stops talking. Manager aims his 
pistol towards Lion man. Suddenly Lion man inhales air with 
inverse roaring sound. Due to air pressure Manager’s pistol 
attracts towards Lion man, pistol and mobile fly in the air 
and arrive at Lion man. Lion man catches them in air, talks 
on mobile

LIONMAN
(thundering voice)

Soon I will be there.

Lion man falls mobile and pistol down , steps towards 
Manager.

Lion man grabs his neck, carries him and turns back.

EXT. OUT SIDE CAVE - DAY

Slaves are gathered out side cave, hugs each other happily.
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DAD
(happily)

I had never seen Lion man and never
thought that one day he would help 
me.

FRIEND
(happily)

He did more than my expectations.

Lion man gets out of the cave ,dragging Manager. He throws 
Manager among slaves and again enters into the cave. 

Slaves grind manager. Manager dies.

EXT. OUT SIDE CAVE - DAY

Crowed of natives arrive. Venus recognizes her Dad, hugs Dad. 
Similarly all others hug their relatives. Grand father steps 
towards Tom.

GRAND FATHER
Tom...where is Isaac?

TOM
... Isaac... he was after us... may
reach bit late.

GRAND FATHER
Why late... these are the moments 
when every one want to see ... 
dearest.

Lion man gets out from the cave , taking a big box filled of 
diamonds.

Throws diamonds to the peoples. Every one picks/collects 
diamond except  Venus. Venus gazes Lion man only, has 
affection in  her eyes. Lion man enters into the cave.

INT. DEEP INTO THE MINE. - DAY

Lion man finds a main pillar of mine ,he shakes the pillar, 
roof falls down whole mine destroys. Many stones fall upon 
Lion man.

EXT. OUT SIDE CAVE - DAY

Voice of destroying mine. Every one back steps, smoke every 
where.
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VENUS
(shouts)

Lion man is inside there.

Every one comes worry.

TOM
God bless him.

BUSH
God ... save him.

VENUS
God...save my lion man. 

Bartender sings.

BARTENDER
Long live........ ..lion man  . 
long live...........lion man .  

All the people sing in course. Tears in Venus's eyes.

CROWED
Long live...........lion  man . 
Long live ...........lion man. 

Lion man emerges out of the smoky cave. Every one clap. Lion 
man stands looking them, rises his arm, waves his hand and 
goes off.

INT. ANTHONY’S RESIDENCE - NIGHT

Anthony and scientist sit sad. Anthony's tie and shirt 
buttons are opened.

ANTHONY
(murmurs)

I lost my entire business...
my million dollars drowned...
He ruined my diamond mine.

SCIENTIST
Your business, earlier than lion 
man was...

Anthony spring stands.

ANTHONY
(shouts)

Don't repeat his hell name before 
me. He bitch destroyed me...
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Anthony strolls to and fro in the room.

ANTHONY (CONT'D)
(calmly)

In past he was opponent to my 
business only... but now he is my 
... personal enemy... and you know 
very well ... my enemies don't live 
long.

Suddenly Anthony shouts at the top of his voice. 

ANTHONY (CONT'D)
(shouts)

He must go to the hell. Bitch I 
will grind you with your whole 
family

scientist looks afraid.

SCIENTIST
                                                 
Sir take a rest...

ANTHONY
(shouts)

Get out . Leave me alone.

Scientist exits. Anthony drops into a chair and stars up to 
the roof.

EXT. SHOPING STREET - DAY

At a central place of main shopping street , A 20 feet high 
statue of lion man is erected. All ladies and gents of the 
town are gathered." Long live Lion man" is written on its 
chest.

Isaac and Tom stand bit aside.

TOM
Isaac it’s not fair that they don't 
know, you are the Lion man. I want 
to tell them....

ISAAC
Don't be hasty... I myself will 
tell them all about but after 
killing...
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TOM
Who is left to kill, you have 
killed all criminals.

ISAAC
No... no Tom ... they all were 
employees. Main  devil is out 
there.

TOM
Where is he and who is that one.

ISAAC
I don't know who is that one and 
where is he or she. One day his 
habits would expose him.

Tom points his finger.

TOM
Look at Venus. Every one is gone 
but she is still standing before 
your statue. It means she loves 
you.

ISAAC
Unluckily she loves Lion man not 
me.

TOM
Then?

ISAAC
How long ?

Both laughs

EXT. FOREST - DAY

Venus and Julia stroll in the forest, they both climb on a 
sloop.

JULIA
Venus, in a short period of time,
Lion man got much popularity.

VENUS
Because in short period he did a 
lot.
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JULIA
Some times I feel he is like our
family member. It looks he lives 
with me. Do you feel he lives with 
you?

VENUS
No I don't feel that he lives with
me.

JULIA
But why?

VENUS 
Because I feel he lives inside me 
.... in my heart.

Julia laughs.

VENUS (CONT'D)
(wonders)

Why you're laughing?

JULIA
You never loved any boy but now I'm 
looking you're loving Lion man.
Unluckily he is half man and you 
can't marry him.

A voice of a man approaches talking loudly at the other side 
of rock .

Venus and Julia still and hide them selves behind the rock 
and try to listen.

A jeep stands, four gangsters stand holding guns, Anthony 
talks loudly on his mobile.

ANTHONY
I'm Anthony and Anthony neither 
forgives and nor forgets. Do as I 
ordered you... load all bottles on
helicopter and spray it all over 
the forest. Where ever would be the  
Lion man, must die. I want to see 
him dead.                                                              

Venus emerges out behind the rock .

VENUS
(angrily)

You bitch, want to kill the Lion 
man.
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Venus takes a stone and throws it to the Anthony but fails to 
spot Anthony. Two gangsters take her into custody.

VENUS (CONT'D)
(shouts furiously)

I will not let you alive.

ANTHONY
(smiles)

Oh... This beautiful girl wants to 
kill me... no problem I'm ready to 
die in your arms... but in my bad 
room...
Put her into my jeep and bound her 
hands.

Julia behind the rock runs toward town. Anthony looks her and 
orders.

ANTHONY (CONT'D)
Catch her or... kill. 

Two gangsters follow her.

EXT. FOREST - DAY

Julia running across the trees and two gangsters follow her. 
She falls down and again stands running. At last she  arrives 
at the end of the forest.

Gangsters shoot her, she falls down. Gangsters return back. 
Seriously wounded Julia crawls towards the town. 

Tom arrives and holds her.

EXT. SHOPING STREET - DAY

Isaac, Nicholas and some other people stands in front of a 
shop watch into a show case, a six feet Lion man (stuff toy) 
stands there, written "Not for sale". Tom storms, short 
winded.

ISAAC
What happened?

TOM
Anthony kidnapped Venus... he is
the killer of lions and he 
kidnapped the natives.
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Isaac strikes his hand to the glass of show case, that 
breaks, Isaac's hand wounds blood spills out.

Isaac starts converting into lion man. His head and neck 
convert into lion's head and hairy neck,  body  remains same 
as Isaac. Roars at the top of his voice like thundering. Due 
to air pressure light weighted things fly, ladies hair and 
cloths presses . 

People of town fill with wonder and surprise.

He strides, runs then jumps. Tom runs after him.

WOMAN-1
(wonder and surprise)

Isaac is Lion man.

MAN-1
How amazing... Isaac is Lion man.

INT. ISAAC’S HOME - DAY

Grand faa plays chess alone, Friend rushes inside.

FRIEND
Your Isaac is Lion man.

GRAND FATHER
What ... really.

INT. INSIDE BAR - DAY

Routine rush in bar, noisy. Nicholas storms inside.

NICHOLAS
Attention every body... do you know
who is Lion man... Isaac is Lion 
man.

Every one wonders.

BUSH
(under tone)

I knew.

EXT. MOUNTAIN TOP - DAY

Lion man climbs on a mountain, watches other side, Anthony's 
jeep running down. Lion man runs after jeep.
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Tom arrives short winded.

TOM
Helicopter is ready to fly, 
carrying chemical. It is on you to 
save Venus only or whole lion 
breed.

Lionman turns back, stops ,thinks to decide and starts 
running towards Anthony's laboratory. 

EXT. ANTHONY’S RESIDENCE OUT SIDE - DAY

A helicopter stands near swimming pool, two gangsters loading 
bottles of pink chemical. Many gangsters stand at different 
spots.

A jeep arrives and stops. Anthony gets out and two gangsters 
holding Venus.

ANTHONY
(loudly)

Be ready, Lion man may reach soon.

Anthony, gangsters with Venus moves to enter in the building. 

Lion man watches them from the top of the hill, starts 
roaring, Anthony and every one turn their heads to the voice, 
Venus smiles. 

INT. INSIDE ANTHONY’S RESIDENCE - DAY

Anthony strides in a corridor, gangsters holding Venus stride 
after Anthony.

 Anthony opens a door.

ANTHONY
Throw her inside.

Gangsters push her into the room. Anthony locks the door and 
instructs.

ANTHONY (CONT'D)
Go out side.

Gangsters exit.
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INT. ANTHONY’S LABORATRY - DAY

Anthony enters. Scientist seems in stress.

ANTHONY
Lion man arrived.

SCIENTIST
(confuse)

I heard roaring. What would he do?

ANTHONY
What lions do?

INT. ANTHONY’S BED ROOM - DAY

Venus finds the way to scape, but can’t find.

VENUS
(murmurs)

Lion man can’t find me... I should 
inform him... but how... yes there 
is the way.

Venus knocks the door with full power, and shouts 
continuously.

VENUS (CONT'D)
(shouts)

Lion man ... I am here ... save me 
lion man...

Voice of lock opening approaches, She prepares her self. As 
door opens, a gangster enters, she hits her fist on his face. 
Gangster falls down. Second entering person is Anthony with 
another gangster.

ANTHONY
(angrily)

Bund her... and her mouth too.

Gangsters bound her with tape.

EXT. ANTHONY’S RESIDENCE OUT SIDE - DAY

Lion man arrives, roars, seven gangsters hidden on the trees 
throw rope traps. Second End of rope is bounded with their 
own bodies.
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Traps fall exact on lion man, bounds lion man. Gangsters poll 
ropes , lion man rises up and hangs in the air. Gangsters aim 
their guns. 

 Lion man twists. Spins rapidly, ropes rape around his body. 
All gangsters fall down from trees because second end of rope 
is connected with their bodies.

All gangsters get wound. Lion man rid of from the rope’s grip 
then holds collective ropes and starts spinning in the air. 
Gangsters bounded with ropes fly and twist in the air. 
Eventual Lion man throws it off, all fly and fall down to the 
Valley and die.

EXT. ANTHONY’S RESIDENCE OUT SIDE - MOMENTS LATER

Lion man steps towards the main building. Anthony watches him 
from a window. Anthony pulls a handle. Lion man falls down.

INT. WATER TANK - DAY

Lion man falls in a steel water tank. Try to break its wall. 
Hits his fist to the wall but can’t break it because his fist 
power decrease due to water’s resistivity. Lion man needs 
oxygen but can’t breath and become unconscious and falls 
down.

EXT. OVER WATER TANK - DAY

A crane approaches, picks water tank. Crane moves out ward 
carrying water tank. 

Crane reaches at the hill top , throws water tank down to the 
valley. Water tank rolls down, collide with a sharped stone,  
sharp edge of stone makes whole in water tank, water spills 
out.

Lion man come conscious, stands breaks tank wall and comes 
out.

EXT. SWIMMING POLE - MOMENTS LATER

Helicopter filled with pink chemical bottles is ready to fly, 
its fan start moving and than starts flying up.

Lion man jumps and arrives at helicopter’s pad, next jump to 
helicopter’s door, breaks it , enters inside, catches both 
pilots (gangsters )and throw them out ward towards the 
mountain sloop, both fly and collide with sloop .
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Helicopter is exactly above the swimming pool. Lion man jumps 
out ward . Helicopter fells down into the swimming pool. All 
the pink chemical bottles break and mixes with water and 
spoils.

An iron water tank placed on a stand. Lion man takes it and 
lifts up over his head and throws it towards Main building to 
the laboratory portion. It spots exact on the portion where 
Laboratory exists. Portion of building damages, water pours 
into the lab, All bottles of pink chemical break, and water 
mixes with it and spoils it including its equipment.

INT. ANTHONY’S RESIDENCE - DAY

All bottles of pink chemical breaks including other 
equipment. Scientist tries to escape but a sparking occurs 
and scientist dies.

EXT. ANTHONY’S RESIDENCE - DAY

Explosion occurs, laboratory portion of building destroys. 
Smoke every where.

Anthony comes out from the smoke and runs into the forest.

Lion man enters into the building.

INT. ANTHONY’S RESIDENCE - DAY

Lion man crosses corridor ,seeks Venus. Enters in a broken 
door room. 

Venus lays unconscious . Lion man opens her bounded hands, 
takes Venus in his arms, returns back.

EXT. ANTHONY’S RESIDENCE OUT SIDE - DAY

Lion man carrying Venus comes out of smoke, places her at 
open place. 

Lion man turns his head to the direction where Anthony  had 
gone. Lion man Stands, strides, runs then jumps towards the 
forest.

EXT. FOREST - DAY

Lion man searches Anthony. Anthony fires shot ,target misses.
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Lion man Locates Anthony's hidden place. Lion man carries a 
big stone, throws it towards Anthony but Anthony runs away.

EXT. HILL TOP - DAY

Anthony reaches at the top of the hill at its last edge. On 
other side there is vertical sloop. Anthony can't move 
forward. Lion man arrives.

ANTHONY
(confuse)

Don't kill me...please don't. I 
will give you money...oh you don't 
want money.

Lion man steps forward slowly.

ANTHONY (CONT'D)
I didn't kill lions... sorry I 
killed them...  I admit my mistake.

Lion man steps forward slowly.

ANTHONY (CONT'D)
Stop ... stop... stop.

Anthony pulls his belt and bounds it with tree and bound his 
left hand with the same belt. Lion man strides slowly toward 
Anthony.

Anthony pulls out bottle of pink chemical from inside his 
coat, hold it firmly. 

Lion man starts inhaling air with reverse roaring sound      
( like big empty container dragging on the road) to attract 
bottle but fails to attract because Anthony grabs it strongly 
and he himself is bounded with a tree. Lion man stops 
inhaling air.

Lion man starts roaring with full air pressure to push bottle 
and Anthony, but fails.

ANTHONY (CONT'D)
(smiles)

No cub no.

Lion man steps forward.

ANTHONY (CONT'D)
(afraid)

Stop... if you would come near to 
me I will kill you.
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LIONMAN
(thundering voice)

Your death is more necessary than 
my life.

Lion man roars at the top of his voice, steps and catches 
Anthony, up lifts him over head. 

Anthony pours chemical on Lion man's head. Lion man throws 
him down to the Vella. 

Anthony falls flying and crying , strikes on a big stone and 
crashes dead.

Lion man coughs badly, bow on knees, falls on grass and dies.

EXT. HILL TOP - DAY

Tom arrives at the spot, shakes Lion man, but there is no 
sign of life.

TOM
Isaac... Isaac ...Isaac   

Shakes Lion man

TOM (CONT'D)
(gloomy)

Isaac... get up and see your 
crowning achievements.

Tom stands, steps to a nearer tree, weeps, pulls out 
handkerchief presses on his eyes.

Dead Lion man converts into Isaac. Isaac opens his eyes, 
stands up.

ISAAC
Tom.  What are you doing here.

Tom spins back quickly.

TOM
(surprise)

You are alive.

ISAAC
Yeah ... lion is dead and man is 
alive.

They both hugs each other. Venus emerges from the sloop. 
Looks at Isaac.
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VENUS
Hello... Lion man.

They both turns to Venus.

ISAAC
I am no more.

VENUS
I love you Isaac... I don't love 
you that you were Lion man ...
I love you because you're a man
like lion.

EXT. SHOPING STREET - EVENING

Isaac, Venus and Grand father stand at the foot of 20 feet 
statue of Lion man.

All ladies and gents are gathered around them. All people  
spray flowers upon Isaac, Venus and Grand father. 

On  the chest of Lion man written " Long live Isaac".

GRAND FATHER
(funny mood)

Do you response this girl or I pull
out hammer.

Isaac and Venus laugh, gaze each other, start kissing.

THE END
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